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Hello and welcome to the 5th issue of the Plugin Deals
Magazine! 
 
April is here and the weather is geting nicer!
 
As usual, we bring you the latest plugin news and deals
so you can make great music while staying home ;)
 
Remember to wash your hands several times a day and
avoid contact with sick persons so we can all pass the
Coronavirus threat ;)
 
Have a wonderful April, dear friends! Good health to you
and your loved ones! 
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Squeezer Compressor 
by Martin Zuther

 
Martin Zuther has released Squeezer, a freeware

flexible general-purpose audio compressor with a touch
of citrus.

 
Squeezer adapts easily to many tastes and use cases:
feed-forward & feed-back designlinear, logarithmic &

smooth release stageoptical & FET detectorspeak & RMS
sensinghard, medium & soft kneeflexible side-chain &

parallel compression.
 

The compressor is available in 32-bit & 64-bit
VST/VST3/LV2 plugin format for Windows & Linux.

Download

 > Free

http://www.mzuther.de/en/software/squeezer/


iZotope's mission is to enable creativity for all through
intelligent, compelling audio technology. Now you can
get every iZotope product for music, post, and creative

production, providing absolutely everything you need to
start and complete any audio project. Save 40% and

crossgrade from ANY iZotope product for a limited time
only. Ends May 1, 2020.

 
The Everything Bundle contains every current iZotope
product for music, post, and creative production. Get
absolutely everything you need to start and complete

any audio project. iZotope's mission is to enable
creativity for all through intelligent, compelling audio

technology and what better way to do that than to offer
all of our products at a fraction of their collective value?

 

 > Deal

https://www.pluginboutique.com/product/81-Bundle/89-Complete-Collection/6271-iZotope-Everything-Bundle-Crossgrade-from-ANY-paid-iZotope-product-including-Exponential-Audio-Products-?a_aid=584befef89914


LVC-Meter Audio Metering 
by LVC Audio

 
LVC-Audio has released LVC-Meter, a free metering
plugin. LVC-Meter includes: adjustable true-peak level
for visualizing overs; resizable interfac; user configurable
colors; configurable spectrum analyzer settings (e.g.,
window type, fft size, overlap); floatDither: 32-bit
dithering; XML-based preset system for saving,
importing, and exporting user presets.

 

Download

 > Free

https://lvcaudio.com/plugins/lvc-meter/


Create without boundaries & produce without limits!
Studio One is the DAW designed with ease of use at its
core. Save up to 30% off Professional, Artist, Upgrades

and Crossgrades. Ends May 1, 2020.
 

Studio One 4 was designed with ease of use at its core.
It seamlessly combines the time-tested and proven
recording studio model with today’s beat- and loop-

oriented production process so you can bring musical
ideas to sonic reality more quickly than ever before.An
efficient, single-screen interface houses an unlimited

number of tracks, intuitive editing tools, and advanced
virtual instruments. Spend your precious time creating

music instead of wondering what to click next. 

 > Deal

https://www.pluginboutique.com/deals/show?sale_id=6472?a_aid=584befef89914


https://www.pluginboutique.com/manufacturers/148-Producertech?a_aid=584befef89914


Modul 8 Chorus VST Plugin
by Sender Spike

 
Inspired by multiple Japanese stomp-boxes well known

for their unique sound and approach to modulation,
Modul8 is a dual LFO stereo chorus. The resulting
modulation is a combination of two LFOs scaled

according to their respective modulation width, which
results in almost endless number of rhythmic variations

in the modulation pattern.
 

Download

 > Free

https://senderspike.wordpress.com/2020/04/07/modul-8/


Gross Beat is a time manipulation effect perfect for real-
time or rendered gating, glitch, repeat, stutter and more.
Save 50% off for a limited time only! Ends April 27, 2020.

 
Gross Beat Time and Volume presets can be linked to a
keyboard, pad controller or automation source for on-
the-fly changes to the preset. Preset slots can be set to
momentary (key-held), return to base (slot 1) or hold

mode on a per-preset basis. Preset-change
synchronization can be set from immediate through to 4

beats (1 bar). In addition to the gating possibilities
afforded by the spline based envelope, Gross Beat is

perfect for side-chain effects without the need to link to
an audio source. Just select one of the ducking-style

presets for instant side-chain pumping.

 > Deal

https://www.pluginboutique.com/product/2-Effects/53-Multi-Effect-/177-Gross-Beat?a_aid=584befef89914


CollaB3 Tonewheel Organ 
by Sampleson

 
CollaB3 is a free vintage tonewheel organ emulation
created to help musicians and creatives around the

world stay home during the Covid-19 pandemic
worldwide quarantine. CollaB3 is available as a

standalone application, as well as a VST and AU plugin
for compatible digital audio workstations on PC and

Mac.

 > Free

Download

https://sampleson.com/collab3-free-tonewheel-organ.html


Complete Drums is the culmination of Wave Alchemy’s
life-long achievement in being the industry leader in

drum sample sound design. Save 75% and buy now for
only £99.99 / $119! (Includes over 34,000 incredibly

produced and organized 24-bit drum samples!) Ends
May 4, 2020.

 
A labour love spanning 10 years (and tens of thousands

of hours of sound design), Complete Drums is the
culmination of Wave Alchemy’s life-long achievement in
being the industry leader in drum sample sound design.

Vastly updated for 2019, Complete Drums gives you
every drum sample pack we’ve ever created.

 > Deal

https://www.pluginboutique.com/product/3-Studio-Tools/68-Sample-Packs/5247-Complete-Drums-2?a_aid=584befef89914


https://www.loopcloud.com/cloud?a_aid=584befef89914


 
Kirnu Cream is a very powerful MIDI performer. It’s very
easy to create catching lead parts, bouncing bass lines,

swinging drums and lots of other cool stuff. Save 40% off
for a limited time only. Ends May 1, 2020.

 
With Cream it’s very easy to create catching lead parts,
bouncing bass lines, swinging drums and lots of other

cool stuff. The only obstacle is your imagination :)
Cream isn't like any traditional MIDI arpeggiator or

sequencer. It's a lot more. With simple and clever design
it has been made easy to learn and operate. You can

easily create cool performances by tweaking only couple
of controls. If this is not enough for you there are so

many ways you can control Cream that you never feel
bored with it.

 > Deal

https://www.pluginboutique.com/product/2-Effects/14-MIDI-Arp/1385-Cream?a_aid=584befef89914


FabFilter Pro-Q3

Get the industry standard EQ 
for only $179.00!

https://pluginfox.co/collections/featured/products/fabfilter-pro-q3?aff=59
https://pluginfox.co/collections/featured/products/fabfilter-pro-q3?aff=59
https://pluginfox.co/collections/featured/products/fabfilter-pro-q3?aff=59
https://pluginfox.co/collections/featured/products/fabfilter-pro-q3?aff=59
https://pluginfox.co/collections/featured/products/fabfilter-pro-q3?aff=59
https://pluginfox.co/collections/featured/products/fabfilter-pro-q3?aff=59


 
Initial Audio AR1 Reverb: an algorithmic reverb plugin

designed to sound great on all types of instruments.
Save 80% off and buy now for an introductory price of

£13.99 / $19. Ends May 1, 2020.
 

AR1 sounds amazing on Pianos, Bells, Guitars, and
Vocals, but also on more synthetic sounds like

Synthesizer leads. Initial Audio have tweaked and tested
for thousands of hours to get this sounding just right for

any sound source you care to throw at it. AR1 Reverb
gives you the ability to create a space of your liking with
very simple to use controls. Initial Audio want this to be

your go-to plugin for quality reverberation.

 > Deal

https://www.pluginboutique.com/product/2-Effects/17-Reverb/6194-AR1-Reverb?a_aid=584befef89914


https://audioplugin.deals/deal-2/ref/61/


Code Red Free by Shattered Glass Audio accurately
emulates preamp circuit, EQ curves, bold and punchy
character, and the warmth of the classic 60s all tube
British console that Beatles recorded most of their
material on. Easily recognized overdriven sound of the
Beatles' Revolution was created by playing a P90 based
guitar through two chained preamps from this console.

 > Free Channel Strips

shatteredglassaudio.com/product/106

http://www.shatteredglassaudio.com/product/106
http://www.shatteredglassaudio.com/product/106


29 plugins with flexible routing and processing
options
150+ presets of the full version can be loaded
AlgoVerb Plate algorithm for more spatial depth in
your productions
all plugins are usable in your DAW or in HOFA SYSTEM

HOFA SYSTEM basic
 
High quality channel strip, premium reverb and flexible
effect suite for free!
 

 
SYSTEM basic is the freeware version of the popular EQ,
dynamic & FX toolbox from HOFA. 29 plugins are
available which you can use individually (also as inserts
in your DAW) or connected to each other. The routing
happens automatically in SYSTEM, with multiband, M/S
and dual mono routing always available.

hofa-plugins.de/en/plugins/hofa-system/basic/

https://hofa-plugins.de/en/plugins/hofa-system/basic/
https://hofa-plugins.de/en/plugins/hofa-system/basic/


United Plugins updates Royal
Compressor - 60% Off Sale

 
SoundDevice Digital improved their Royal Compressor

with a brand new feature and discounted the plugin for
two weeks. The first United Plugins birthday party

continues. SoundDevice Digital is joining the United
Plugins Anniversary sales with a huge discount on their
Royal Compressor plugin. Royal Compressor is available

with a 60% discount (€129/€52) until the end of April. 

 > News

https://unitedplugins.com/RoyalCompressor/


Factory presets drop down. Additional management
features and new sounds will be ready on 1.2.
GUI tweaks. Darker main background panel with a
Oberheim OB-Xa touch.
Redesigned app icon.

discoDSP updates OB-Xd synth
Mobile to v1.1

 
discoDSP has updated OB-Xd synth Mobile to v1.1.

 
What's new:

 

 > News

https://apps.apple.com/app/id1465262829


Beatskillz releases RetroVOLT
for Mac & Win with Intro Offer

 
Beatskillz has announced the release of RetroVOLT, a

new virtual instrument plug-in for Windows and macOS:
"Our love for 80s synth-pop and industrial synth sounds

led us into developing RETROVOLT! With already very
successful 80s romplers like Retro Keys, and Synthwave

keys, we wanted to do something very different and with
extreme power and synth engine capabilities that we

had never done before. One year of development later,
we have RETROVOLT!"

 
Intro Price: $59 (Reg. $99). Available in

AU/VST/AAX/Standalone for Windows and macOS.

 > News

https://www.beatskillz.com/retrovolt/


denise releases Punisher plugin
- free with any purchase

 
denise has released Punisher, a tape-style saturator with

a unique way to control the coloration of the drive
effect. You can use it to add flavour and character to

synths, vocals and drums, or to entire beats or mixes.
 

The plugin costs €14.90 ($16/£13/¥1,752)
"Get the Punisher for free with every purchase until the

1st of May!"

 > News

https://www.denise.io/store/denise/Punisher


https://vstbuzz.com/indie-kontakt-gem-week/?ref=73


KHORDS: A focused instrument that brings sampled
personality and classic character to your productions.
With 550 inspirational chord presets at your fingertips,
it’s never been easier to get mix-ready tones straight

into your tracks. Ends May 1, 2020.
 

The huge sound library is stocked with stabs, plucks,
strums, pads, atmospheres and tons more creative

sources, letting you instantly inject new feeling into any
genre of music. With the diversity and quality of

Loopmasters' sampling pedigree onboard, Khords is
guaranteed to hit the spot every time. Choose from

major, minor and single note categories, and browse for
any instrument combination that works for you.

 > Deal

https://www.pluginboutique.com/product/1-Instruments/64-Virtual-Instrument/4998-KHORDS?a_aid=584befef89914


The Really Useful Chord
Progression Poster

https://www.thereallyusefulpostercompany.com/products/the-really-useful-chord-progression-poster?rfsn=1741361.e279f


 > Mixing tips



https://sonaar.io/wordpress-themes/?ref=54


Save 40% off the creative and inspirationally easy to use
Carbon Electra synth. Buy now for only £23.95 / $29.

Ends May 1, 2020.
 

Carbon Electra is a powerful and intuitive synth built by
producers, for producers. It’s a four-oscillator

subtractive synth with a modern feature set. It has been
developed as an advanced learning tool whilst also
being a powerful and easy-to-program synth. Being

based on vintage analogue routing and featuring flexible
modulation options including an editable stepper and

note performer.The graphical displays act as a
comprehensive information tool as well as an accurate
guide to each parameter change. Best of all, it sounds

incredible.

 > Deal

https://www.pluginboutique.com/product/1-Instruments/4-Synth/1671-Carbon-Electra?a_aid=584befef89914


Use coupon 5DOLLARS 
and get $5 OFF!

It's time for a cool T-Shirt

https://teespring.com/adsr-8761?tsmac=store&tsmic=plugindeals&pid=389&cid=100029
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https://www.discodsp.com/

